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(54) RADIO WAVE TRANSMISSION COMPONENT

(57) An electromagnetic wave transmitting compo-
nent including an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit
(design member (16)), a covering sheet (covering film
(30)), and a frame (14). The electromagnetic wave trans-
mitting unit includes a flat plate shaped base plate section
(18) formed by arraying plural first tubes (tubes 22)
formed from a dielectric arrayed such that respective
open ends of the first tubes are in-plane, and a protruding
section (20) joined to the first tubes of the base plate

section and formed by arraying plural second tubes
(tubes 22) formed from a dielectric arrayed such that the
respective open ends of the second tubes form a prede-
termined planar shape. The covering sheet covers the
protruding section together with covering a surface of the
base plate section on the protruding section side. The
frame houses the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit
and one opening of the frame is sealed by the base plate
section of the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electromagnetic wave transmitting component that transmits electromagnetic
waves transceived by a radar device.

Background Art

[0002] Various types of devices utilizing electromagnetic waves are installed to vehicles. For example, devices that
are provided to vehicles and utilize electromagnetic waves include smart entry systems that lock and unlock doors
according to signals issued from a wireless key. Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (JP-A) No. 2013-214844
describes a vehicle door handle device for a smart entry system. The door handle device of JP-A No. 2013-214844 has
an antenna cover member that is mounted at a vehicle width direction outside of a door handle body, which houses an
antenna of a smart entry system at the vehicle width direction inside thereof. The antenna cover member covers the
antenna and the door handle body. The antenna cover member is configured from a high refractive index layer at the
vehicle width direction outside and a low refractive index layer at the vehicle width direction inside, and an irregular
surface portion is formed on the low refractive index layer side of the high refractive index layer. The door handle obtained
in JP-A No. 2013-214844 is thereby glossy, and has an antenna that is not visible from the outside.
[0003] In recent years, vehicles that are installed with various types of driving assist systems to assist safe vehicle
driving are increasing in number. Driving assist systems, for example, user radar devices to emit electromagnetic waves
such as millimeter band electromagnetic waves forward of a vehicle, and to probe in front of the vehicle. Radar devices
emit electromagnetic waves forward of the vehicle and receive the electromagnetic waves reflected by target objects in
front of the vehicle. The radar devices thereby, for example, detect the distance to a target object, the direction of a
target object, the movement speed (relative speed) of a target object, and the like. In a vehicle provided with such a
radar device, for example, a component having electromagnetic wave transmittance is provided to a front grill or the like
of a vehicle front section, so as to seal electromagnetic wave irradiation ports and the like, and to conceal the radar
device provided in the vehicle interior or the antenna of the radar device.
[0004] Hence, a cover member described in JP-A No. 2012-107913 has a transparent first optical medium and a
second optical medium having a refractive index lower than that of the first optical medium disposed on a face of first
optical member at a radar device side of the first optical medium and disposed on a millimeter wave propagation path.
A fine structure portion formed on the back face of the first optical medium contacts the second optical medium. Thereby,
in the cover member in JP-A No. 2012-107913, some of the light incident to the first optical member from the vehicle
outside is totally reflected by the fine structure portion so as to impart gloss-like styling, and so as also to make the
internal radar device not visible from the vehicle outside.
[0005] However, a high degree of styling is obtained by giving a three dimensional profile formed with indentations
and protrusions and the like to an electromagnetic wave transmitting component. Hence, in order to obtain a three
dimensional metallic design, there is a proposal described in JP-A No. 2010-188987 a vehicle external member in which
a design platform portion is formed on the front face of a base employing an electromagnetic wave transmissive material.
The design platform portion is formed on the opposite side of the base to a radar device and projects from the base. A
light reflecting layer made from an alloy of silicon and a metal is also provided on the front face of the design platform
portion.
[0006] Moreover, there is a proposal described in JP-A No. 2010-230661 for a vehicle radar device cover in which,
when styling by forming a three dimensional profile provided with indentations and protrusions in a dielectric sheet, a
thickness of a first portion formed at an angle to a wavefront of electromagnetic waves is made thinner than the thickness
of other portions. Thus, in JP-A No. 2010-230661, disturbance to the directionality of the radar is suppressed.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0007] However, although a dielectric that is an electrical insulator may employ a material having electromagnetic
wave transmittance, the permittivity is higher than air, and refraction occurs in electromagnetic waves when they are
transmitted through the dielectric. The refraction of electromagnetic waves transmitted through the dielectric is greater
the higher the frequency of the electromagnetic waves, and is greater the higher the relative permittivity of the dielectric.
[0008] Thus, in JP-A No. 2010-188987, disturbance occurs in the directionality of the transmitted electromagnetic
waves the higher the frequency of the electromagnetic waves. Moreover, in JP-A No. 2010-230661, although disturbance
in directionality from refraction is prevented by the way in which a dielectric sheet is employed, due to the thickness of
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the first portion being thinner than other second portions, the load withstanding ability along the propagation direction
of the electromagnetic waves is low.
[0009] In light of the above circumstances, an object of the present invention is to provide an electromagnetic wave
transmitting component in which three dimensional styling with an indented and protruding profile is obtainable without
lowering the transmission efficiency of electromagnetic waves.

Solution to Problem

[0010] In order to achieve the above object, a first aspect of the present disclosure is an electromagnetic wave trans-
mitting component including an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, a covering sheet, and a frame. The electromag-
netic wave transmitting unit includes a base plate section and a protruding section. The base plate section is formed in
a flat plate shape by arraying plural individual adjacent first tubes formed from a dielectric and having a first length, the
first tubes being arrayed such that walls of adjacent portions of mutually adjacent of the first tubes are common between
the adjacent first tubes, and such that the respective open ends of the first tubes are in-plane. The protruding section is
joined to the base plate section so as to project from a front face of the base plate section in a predetermined planar
shape, the protruding section being formed by arraying plural individual adjacent second tubes formed from another
dielectric and having a length that is longer than the first length, the second tubes being arrayed such that walls of
adjacent portions of mutually adjacent of the second tubes are common between the adjacent second tubes, and such
that the respective open ends of the second tubes form the predetermined planar shape. The covering sheet covers the
electromagnetic wave transmitting unit by covering a side face of the protruding section and by sealing open ends of
the second tubes at a projection side of the protruding section and open ends of the first tubes at a face on a side of the
base plate section from which the protruding section projects. The frame houses the electromagnetic wave transmitting
unit and one opening end of the frame is sealed by a face of the base plate section on the opposite side of the base
plate section to the protruding section.
[0011] According to the first aspect of the present disclosure, the base plate section is formed using a structure arrayed
with the plural first tubes, and the protruding section is formed with the planar shape having the predetermined shape
using a structure arrayed with the plural second tubes. The second tubes forming the protruding section may have an
opening size and an opening shape that are the same as those of the first tubes, or different therefrom.
[0012] The electromagnetic wave transmitting unit has a permittivity equivalent to air due to the interior of the first
tubes and the second tubes being hollow. Namely, cavities are formed having a permittivity equivalent to air. Moreover,
in the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, the load withstanding ability is raised along the height direction of the
protruding section due to forming the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit with a structure arrayed with plural tubes,
and the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit is protected by the frame from load along directions intersecting with the
height direction of the protruding section due to housing the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit in the frame.
[0013] Thus, by disposing the electromagnetic wave transmitting component of the first aspect of the present disclosure
on the propagation path of electromagnetic waves of a radar device, and due to the electromagnetic waves incident to
the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit passing through the inside of the first tubes or the second tubes, a decrease
in the transmission efficiency of electromagnetic waves is suppressed, and also disturbance in the directionality of
electromagnetic waves is prevented from occurring. The walls of the first tubes and the walls of the second tubes forming
the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit in this manner are preferably formed with a thickness of 1/20th of the wavelength
of the electromagnetic waves or less so as not to affect the refraction and the transmission amount of the electromagnetic
waves.
[0014] In a second aspect of the present disclosure, the second tubes may each be formed by a single tube or by
connecting plural tubes together. Moreover, for the second tubes forming the protruding section, the spaces thereof may
be continuous in the height direction, or may be connected through a thin film of a range that does not affect propagation
of the electromagnetic waves.
[0015] In a third aspect of the present disclosure, the second tubes are formed from the first tubes forming the base
plate section and from third tubes having a size of open ends smaller than that of the first tubes and having a length that
is the length of a projection height of the protruding section. The protruding section is also formed by arraying plural
individual adjacent third tubes arrayed such that walls of adjacent portions of mutually adjacent of the third tubes are
common to the adjacent third tubes, and such that respective open ends of the third tubes form the predetermined planar
shape. The protruding section is also joined to the base plate section formed by the first tubes through a reinforcement
sheet covering open ends of the protruding section on the base plate section side so as to reinforce the third tubes.
[0016] According to the third aspect of the present disclosure, the second tubes forming the protruding section form
cavities for the electromagnetic waves to propagate through by the first tubes and third tubes having a size of open ends
smaller than that of the first tubes. Namely, due to superimposing the first tubes and the third tubes having a size of
open ends smaller than that of the first tubes, a propagation path for electromagnetic waves is formed between the first
tubes and the third tubes with a permittivity equivalent to air by at least a portion of their respective open ends being
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superimposed on each other. This thereby enables electromagnetic waves to be transmitted with good efficiency.
[0017] Moreover, the load withstanding ability of the protruding section is raised by making the size smaller for the
open ends of the third tubes forming the protruding section projecting from the base plate section. The strength can be
raised in the protruding section height direction by forming the protruding section with high load withstanding ability.
Note that for the size of the open ends, the opening area (the opening cross-sectional area of the third tubes) or the
opening width, this being the separation between mutually opposing walls, may be employed. Namely, the third tubes
may have a narrower opening width or may have a smaller opening area than the first tubes.
[0018] A fourth aspect of the present disclosure includes a reinforcement sheet covering a face on the opposite side
to the side of the base plate section from which the protruding section projects and reinforcing the base plate section.
According to the fourth aspect of the present disclosure, the open ends of the tubes forming the electromagnetic wave
transmitting unit are formed with closed cross-sections by being sealed with the covering sheet and the reinforcement
sheet, respectively. The electromagnetic wave transmitting unit thereby has raised strength along directions intersecting
with the height direction of the tubes.
[0019] In a fifth aspect of the present disclosure, a dielectric including plural internal cavities is filled between a periphery
of the base plate section and the frame, and between a periphery of the protruding section and the covering sheet
covering the protruding section.
[0020] According to the fifth aspect of the present disclosure, for some of the first tubes or the second tubes at a
peripheral edge portion, walls are cut away to make open tubes when the base plate section and the protruding section
are made to have a specific shape. The dielectric including plural internal cavities is filled in the open first tubes or
between the respective walls of the second tubes, thereby enabling the base plate section to be adhered to the frame
while suppressing the relative permittivity of the electromagnetic wave transmitting component from being raised, and
also enabling unevenness to be prevented from appearing in the covering sheet covering the protruding section.
[0021] In a sixth aspect of the present disclosure, for a predetermined wavelength λ of electromagnetic waves in air:
h1 = (λ·n)/2, wherein h1 is the height of the first tubes in the base plate section and n is a positive integer; and h2 =
(λ·n)/2, wherein height h2 is the height that the second tubes in the protruding section project from the base plate section
and n is a positive integer.
[0022] According to the sixth aspect of the present disclosure, for the electromagnetic waves of predetermined wave-
length λ, the phases are matched for the electromagnetic waves emitted from the electromagnetic wave transmitting
unit after being reflected in the interior of the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit and the electromagnetic waves
transmitted without being reflected by the interior of the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit. In the electromagnetic
wave transmitting unit, the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted is suppressed from decreasing by matching
the phases of the electromagnetic waves emitted.
[0023] A seventh aspect of the present disclosure includes a transparent protection cover that seals another opening
of the frame. The electromagnetic wave transmitting unit achieves protection of the protruding section by being covered
with the protection cover.
[0024] However, an eighth aspect of the present disclosure is an electromagnetic wave transmitting component in-
cluding an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, a covering sheet, a frame, and a protection cover. The electromagnetic
wave transmitting unit includes a base plate section formed in a flat plate shape with a specific planar shape by a dielectric
including plural internal cavities, and a protruding section formed with a predetermined planar shape projecting from
one surface of the base plate section by a dielectric including plural internal cavities. The covering sheet covers the
electromagnetic wave transmitting unit by covering a side face of the protruding section, and covering a projected front
face of the protruding section and a front face of the base plate section on the protruding section side. The frame houses
the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, and has one opening that is sealed by a face of the base plate section on
the opposite side of the base plate section to the protruding section. The protection cover is transparent and seals
another opening of the frame.
[0025] According to the eighth aspect of the present disclosure, the relative permittivity of the electromagnetic wave
transmitting unit is lowered by forming the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit with a dielectric formed with cavities,
raising the transmission efficiency of electromagnetic waves. Moreover, the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit
formed with the dielectric formed with plural cavities is protected by providing the frame and the protection cover.
[0026] Thus, by disposing the electromagnetic wave transmitting component of the eighth aspect of the present dis-
closure on the propagation path of electromagnetic waves of a radar device, due to the electromagnetic waves incident
to the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit passing through the inside of the tubes of the structural body, a decrease
in the transmission efficiency of electromagnetic waves is suppressed, and also disturbance in the directionality of
electromagnetic waves is prevented from occurring. Note that the cavities may be open cells or closed cells formed
inside the dielectric by foam molding the dielectric, or the cavities may be spaces formed inside the dielectric, such as
by tubes.
[0027] In a ninth aspect of the present disclosure, for a predetermined wavelength λg of electromagnetic waves
propagating through the dielectric including plural internal cavities: h1 = (λg·n)/2, wherein h1 is the height of the base
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plate section along a projection direction of the protruding section from the base plate section, and n is a positive integer;
and h2 = (λg·n)/2, wherein h2 is the height of the protruding section along the projection direction from the base plate
section, and n is a positive integer.
[0028] According to the ninth aspect of the present disclosure, for the electromagnetic waves of predetermined wave-
length, the phases are matched for the electromagnetic waves emitted from the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit
after being reflected in the interior of the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit and the electromagnetic waves transmitted
without being reflected inside the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit. Namely, the wavelength λg of electromagnetic
waves propagating inside the dielectric changes from the wavelength of electromagnetic waves in air according to the
relative permittivity, and the phase of the electromagnetic waves emitted from the dielectric changes according to the
wavelength λg of the electromagnetic waves and the propagation distance inside the dielectric.
[0029] The height h1 of the base plate section and the height h2 of the protruding section are accordingly defined to
give a propagation distance inside the dielectric of electromagnetic waves emitted after being reflected inside the dielectric
and a propagation distance of electromagnetic waves emitted without being reflected inside the dielectric such that the
phases of the respective electromagnetic waves match each other. This suppresses the transmitted amount of the
electromagnetic waves passing through the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit from decreasing.
[0030] In a tenth aspect of the present disclosure, at least a portion of the protruding section abuts the protection cover
and supports the protection cover. The protection cover is preferably thin in thickness along the propagation direction
when the transmittance to electromagnetic waves is considered, and warping and vibration is thus liable to occur.
However, in the tenth aspect of the present disclosure, the protruding section of the electromagnetic wave transmitting
unit abuts and supports the protection cover such that they mutual reinforce each other, suppressing warping and
vibration of the protection cover from occurring.
[0031] In an eleventh aspect of the present disclosure, a surface of the covering sheet corresponding to an upper face
and side face of the protruding section is colored by metal vapor deposition, and a surface of the covering sheet corre-
sponding to base plate section is colored a specific color. An electromagnetic wave transmitting component having a
high degree of styling is obtained by coloring the covering sheet.

Advantageous Effects

[0032] According to the present invention as described above, the advantageous effects are exhibited of suppressing
a lowering of the transmission efficiency of electromagnetic waves, raising the load withstanding ability, and obtaining
an electromagnetic wave transmitting component having a high degree of styling.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0033]

Fig. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram illustrating an electromagnetic wave transmitting component according
to a first exemplary embodiment and a radar device.
Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of an electromagnetic wave transmitting component taken
along line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3A is a schematic perspective view of relevant portions illustrating an example of a design member according
to the first exemplary embodiment, and illustrating a state covered in a covering film.
Fig. 3B is a schematic perspective view of relevant portions illustrating an example of a design member according
to the first exemplary embodiment, and illustrating a state prior to covering.
Fig. 4A is a schematic perspective view illustrating a tube.
Fig. 4B is a schematic cross-section of a tube.
Fig. 4C is a schematic diagram of relevant portions of a design member according to the first exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of an electromagnetic wave transmitting component according
to a second exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 6A is a schematic perspective view of relevant portions illustrating an example of a design member according
to the second exemplary embodiment, and illustrating a state covered in a covering film.
Fig. 6B is a schematic perspective view of relevant portions illustrating an example of a design member according
to the second exemplary embodiment, and illustrating a state prior to covering.
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of relevant portions of a design member according to the second exemplary embod-
iment.
Fig. 8 is a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of an electromagnetic wave transmitting component according
to a third exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of a design member according
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to the third exemplary embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0034] A detailed description follows regarding examples of exemplary embodiments of the present invention, with
reference to the drawings. Note that in the following description, as an example, a case is described in which an elec-
tromagnetic wave transmitting component is provided to a vehicle.

First Exemplary Embodiment

[0035] Fig. 1 illustrates an electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 according to a first exemplary embodiment,
and a radar device 12. The radar device 12 is provided at a front section of a vehicle, not illustrated in the drawings,
and, for example, emits electromagnetic waves at a predetermined frequency in the vehicle forward direction. The radar
device 12 employs, for example, electromagnetic waves having a frequency of 76 GHz (frequency f = 76 GHz, wavelength
in air λ ≈ 3.9 mm) in the frequency band referred to as the millimeter wave band (30 GHz to 300 GHz). Note that in the
following description, an example is described of electromagnetic waves having a wavelength λ in air of λ = 3.9 mm.
[0036] The radar device 12, for example, receives electromagnetic waves that have been emitted forward from the
vehicle and reflected by a target object, and acquires vehicle forward information such as distance to a target object,
relative speed of a target object, and distance to a target object and direction to a target object, by analyzing the received
electromagnetic waves. Moreover, the radar device is, for example, connected to a driving assist system or the like
provided to a vehicle, and is used to notify an occupant of vehicle forward information and is used for various types of
driving control and the like of the vehicle according to the vehicle forward information.
[0037] Note that known configurations may be applied for the radar device 12 and the driving assist system using the
radar device 12, and explanation thereof is omitted below. Moreover, in the following, the arrow FR indicates the front
side of a vehicle, not illustrated in the drawings, and the radar device 12 described is configured to emit electromagnetic
waves from an antenna, not illustrated in the drawings, in the vehicle forward direction. Moreover, the radar device 12
is configured to emit electromagnetic waves over a predetermined angular range, with the center of the electromagnetic
wave emission range referred to as the emission direction. Moreover, in the following description, as an example, the
vehicle forward (arrow FR direction) is the electromagnetic waves emission direction, and the electromagnetic wave
propagation path is along the electromagnetic waves emission direction.
[0038] The vehicle provided with the radar device 12 has, for example, an opening formed in a front grill for the
electromagnetic waves emitted from the radar device 12 to pass through. The electromagnetic wave transmitting com-
ponent 10 is disposed on the propagation path of electromagnetic waves from the radar device 12 by being attached
so as to seal the opening formed in the front grill for electromagnetic waves to pass through. The electromagnetic wave
transmitting component 10 functions as a concealing component to conceal the radar device 12 provided inside the
vehicle by being attached so as to seal the opening in the front grill. Moreover, the electromagnetic wave transmitting
component 10 also functions as a design component by being attached to the front grill of the vehicle or the like.
[0039] Fig. 2 is a cross-section illustrating relevant portions of the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10
according to the first exemplary embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the electromagnetic wave transmitting
component 10 includes a frame 14. The frame 14 is, for example, formed from a resin or metal in a tube shape having
a specific thickness. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 is attached to the vehicle such that the
opening of the frame 14 faces along the vehicle front-rear direction. The electromagnetic waves emitted from the radar
device 12 are transmitted through the inside of the frame 14. In the first exemplary embodiment, as an example, the
frame 14 employed is formed with an elliptical cross-sectional profile. Note that any freely selected shape may be
employed as the cross-sectional profile of the frame 14 according to the design formed by the electromagnetic wave
transmitting component 10. Moreover, the size (cross-sectional dimensions) of the frame 14 is of a size that corresponds
to the emission range of the electromagnetic waves being transmitted from the radar device 12 to outside the vehicle.
[0040] As illustrated in Fig. 2, a design member 16 is provided at the inside of the frame 14. The design member 16
is formed by an in-plane base plate section 18 having an external shape corresponding to the internal shape of the frame
14, and protruding sections 20 projecting from one face of the base plate section 18. The design member 16 of the first
exemplary embodiment functions as an example of an electromagnetic wave transmitting section, the base plate section
18 functions as an example of a base plate section, and the protruding sections 20 function as examples of a protruding
section. Note that in the following description, the axial direction of the frame 14 is described as being the height direction
of the frame 14, and the projection direction of the protruding sections 20 of the design member 16 is described as being
the height direction of the design member.
[0041] When the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 has been attached to the vehicle, the design
member 16 is disposed such that the height direction of the design member 16 is along the height direction of the frame
14, and such that the base plate section 18 intersects with the propagation direction. The design member 16 is also
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attached to the frame 14 such that the protruding sections 20 face toward the vehicle front, this being the opposite
direction to the radar device 12. Namely, as an example, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 is attached
such that the height direction of the design member 16 is along the vehicle front-rear direction, and the protruding sections
20 face in front of the vehicle.
[0042] The design member 16 is housed in the frame 14 such that the base plate section 18 is disposed sealing an
end portion of the frame 14 on the radar device 12 side of the frame 14 (the opposite side to the vehicle forward direction).
Moreover, the height of the frame 14 is higher than the height of the design member 16. Thereby, by attaching the design
member 16 so as to be housed inside the frame 14, the design member 16 is protected by the frame 14 from load
(external force) from outside the frame 14 (the design member 16 crosswise direction).
[0043] As illustrated in Fig. 1, as an example of the protruding sections 20 formed to the design member 16, as viewed
face-on from the vehicle front, various characters, graphics, patterns, logos, or the like are employed so as to form a
predetermined three dimensional design. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 functions as what is
referred to as an emblem, by forming the protruding sections 20 into a predetermined shape enabling the manufacturer
of the vehicle, the vehicle type, the vehicle class, or the like to be identified.
[0044] Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B illustrate relevant portions of the design member 16 according to the first exemplary
embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 3B, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 of the design member
16 employ, for example, a honeycomb structural body 24 with a shape arrayed with plural hexagonal tubes 22. In the
first exemplary embodiment, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 are formed using the honeycomb
structural body 24. In the first exemplary embodiment, the tubes 22 that are continuous from the base plate section 18
to the protruding sections 20 function as an example of second tubes. Moreover, in the first exemplary embodiment, the
tubes 22 that form the base plate section 18 at the periphery of the protruding sections 20 function as an example of
first tubes. Note that although the first exemplary embodiment, as an example, has a shape arrayed with the tubes 22
have hexagonal profiles, there is no limitation thereto, and a shape arrayed with tubes having any polygonal shape of
three or more sides may be employed.
[0045] In the honeycomb structural body 24, the hexagonal profile tubes 22 are formed with walls 26 formed from a
dielectric partitioning between mutually adjacent tubes 22. Namely, the honeycomb structural body 24 has a shape
arrayed with plural tubes 22 such that opening ends of the tubes 22 formed from a dielectric are in-plane. The walls 26
forming the tubes 22 may, for example, employ a synthetic resin such as polycarbonate or polyethylene as the dielectric,
and may, for example, be formed in a film shape having a thickness of 100 mm or less so as to be 1/20th of the wavelength
λ of the electromagnetic waves or less. Note that the walls 26 are preferably, for example, for the wavelength λ, a
thickness of λ/20 or less.
[0046] The base plate section 18 is formed in a flat, plate shape in which the tubes 22 respectively open onto its front
face. Moreover, the protruding sections 20 are formed with the tubes 22 respectively opening onto their front faces, and
the planar shape as viewed from the opening direction side of the tubes 22 and the projection height of the protruding
sections 20 being defined based on the design formed in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10. As
illustrated in Fig. 3B, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 are formed such that the tubes 22 are
continuous. In the design member 16, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 may, for example, be
integrally formed by machining a predetermined sized block of the honeycomb structural body 24. However, the design
member 16, for example, may employ two blocks of the honeycomb structural body 24. In this method, the design
member 16 may be formed by producing the base plate section 18 from one of the blocks of the honeycomb structural
body 24, producing the protruding sections 20 from the other of the blocks of the honeycomb structural body 24, and
then bonding the protruding sections 20 to the base plate section 18 such that openings of the tubes 22 in the base plate
section 18 and the openings of the tubes 22 in the protruding sections 20 are superimposed on each other.
[0047] As illustrated in Fig. 2, in the design member 16, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 are
attached to the frame 14 such that the respective openings of the tubes 22 are facing in the electromagnetic waves
emission direction (the arrow FR direction). Namely, the design member 16 is attached such that the height direction of
the tubes 22 is along the electromagnetic waves emission direction, and the crosswise direction of the in-plane base
plate section 18 is along a direction that intersects the vehicle front-rear direction.
[0048] As illustrated in Fig. 3B, in the design member 16, when the honeycomb structural body 24 is cut to match the
inner face shape of the frame 14, spaces (voids) are formed between the design member 16 and the frame 14 due to
removing the walls 26 of some of the tubes 22. Moreover, in the design member 16, when the protruding sections 20
are formed by the honeycomb structural body 24, the tubes 22 are opened by removing the walls 26 of some of the
tubes 22 at the peripheral edges of the protruding sections 20.
[0049] The honeycomb structural body 24 is filled by a filler 28 that employs a multi-pore dielectric such as expanded
polystyrene or expanded polyethylene so as to fill the voids between the honeycomb structural body 24 and the frame
14, and spaces formed by the open tubes 22 at the peripheral edges of the protruding sections 20. The filler 28 in the
first exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a dielectric including plural internal cavities. The filler 28 is, for
example, preferably a multi-pore dielectric having a porosity of 90% or more and, for example, expanded polystyrene
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or expanded polyethylene having a porosity of 90% or more is employed therefor.
[0050] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the front face of the design member 16 is tightly covered by a covering film 30. The
covering film 30 in the first exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a covering sheet. The covering film 30
covers the surface of the design member 16 formed using the honeycomb structural body 24 (the open ends of the tubes
22 on a front face 18A side of the base plate section 18, the open ends of the tubes 22 on a front face 20A side of the
protruding sections 20, and the tubes 22 open on side face 20B sides of the protruding sections 20) so as to make the
front face of the design member 16 a smooth face without fine indentations and protrusions. Note that the protruding
sections 20 may be formed such that the side faces 20B are along the height direction, or may be formed such that the
side faces 20B are inclined to the height direction so as to give trapezoidal cross-sectional profiles.
[0051] The design member 16 has the openings of the tubes 22 at the vehicle front side sealed by the covering film
30 being stuck thereto. Moreover, in the design member 16, a region 30B of the covering film 30 is not wavy due to filling
with the filler 28 so as to fill the spaces inside the open tubes 22 at the periphery of the protruding sections 20. The
design member 16 thereby achieves improved styling using the honeycomb structural body 24.
[0052] Moreover, the base plate section 18 of the design member 16 has a reinforcement film 32 stuck to a face of
the base plate section 18 on the opposite side to the protruding sections 20 (the back face, the face toward the bottom
of the page in Fig. 3B). The reinforcement film 32 in the first exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a
reinforcement sheet. The reinforcement film 32 is, for example, stuck to the base plate section 18 so as to be bonded
to the lower ends of the walls 26 formed in the honeycomb structural body 24.
[0053] In the honeycomb structural body 24, although a high strength is obtained in the height direction, the honeycomb
structural body 24 has low strength and is liable to be crushed in the crosswise direction intersecting the height direction.
In the design member 16, the walls 26 of the honeycomb structural body 24 are respectively connected together using
the covering film 30 and the reinforcement film 32, such that the tubes 22 are formed with closed cross-sections. Due
to forming closed cross-sections for each of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24, the load withstanding
force of the design member 16 is raised in directions intersecting with the height direction of the base plate section 18
and the protruding sections 20 (crosswise directions).
[0054] Generally, in a dielectric, it is thought that the transmittance of electromagnetic waves can be ignored in practice
as long as the thickness of the dielectric is 1/20th the wavelength λ or less. Thus, for example, a synthetic resin such as
polycarbonate or polyethylene is employed for the covering film 30 and the reinforcement film 32, and the synthetic resin
is formed into a sheet having a thickness of 100 mm (= 0.1 mm) so as to be 1/20th of, or less than, the wavelength λ of
electromagnetic waves = 3.9 mm.
[0055] The covering film 30 has, for example, regions 30A corresponding to the front faces 20A of the protruding
sections 20 and regions 30B corresponding to the side faces 20B of the protruding sections 20 where a metal vapor
deposition film is formed by vapor deposition of a metal material such as indium. The metal vapor deposition film has,
for example, a thickness of from 0.01 mm to 10 mm. Due to the thin film being formed with fine particles, the metal vapor
deposition film has a structure that transmits electromagnetic wave through the gaps between the metal particles.
[0056] Moreover, the covering film 30 has regions 30C corresponding to the front faces 18A of the base plate section
18 that are colored by coating in a colored coating (pigment) having a non-metallic color, such as black, red, blue, or
the like. The coloring of the covering film 30 may, for example, be formed by applying a method such as color coating
the regions 30C, or metal coating (metal vapor deposition) on the regions 30A, 30B in a state in which color coating
portions are masked.
[0057] Thus, in the design member 16, by bonding the covering film 30, the base plate section 18 is color coated and
the protruding sections 20 are decorated in a metal vapor deposition film, achieving improved styling of the design
member 16. Namely, the design member 16 is decorated by covering a framework structure formed from a dielectric
with the covering film 30, obtaining a high degree of styling.
[0058] As illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 according to the first
exemplary embodiment, for example, a protection cover 34 is attached to a vehicle front side end portion of the frame
14. The protection cover 34 in the first exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a protection cover. The
protection cover 34 employs, for example, a transparent dielectric such as transparent glass or a transparent resin.
[0059] Moreover, the protection cover 34, for example, is attached so as to fit inside the opening at the vehicle front
side of the frame 14. Thereby, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, the frame 14 is sealed by the
protection cover 34on the side of the protruding sections 20 of the design member 16. In the electromagnetic wave
transmitting component 10 according to the first exemplary embodiment, the design member 16 is formed with a high
load withstanding ability due to using the honeycomb structural body 24, and so the protection cover 34 may be omitted.
The electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 has the frame 14 sealed by the protection cover 34, preventing
the adhering of dirt or the like to the design member 16, and so the design face of the design member 16 is visible from
the vehicle front side in a protected state.
[0060] In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, electromagnetic waves emitted from the radar device
12 are transmitted through the design member 16, and the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted through
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the design member 16 are further transmitted on through the protection cover 34, and are emitted forward of the vehicle.
The protection cover 34 is formed with a defined thickness and curved state of front and back faces such that electro-
magnetic waves that have been transmitted through the design member 16 are emitted toward a specific range in front
of the vehicle. Note that the protection cover 3 may be formed with a thickness and curved state of front and back faces
defined in consideration of, for example, relative permittivity εr, refraction, interface reflection of electromagnetic waves,
and loss tangent (tan δ) of the material of the protection cover 34. Moreover, the protection cover 34 may be formed
using foamed glass or foamed resin as long as it is transparent.
[0061] When such a protection cover 34 is provided, preferably the leading ends of the protruding sections 20 of the
design member 16 housed inside the frame 14 (the front faces 20A decorated by metal vapor deposition) abut and
adhere to the protection cover 34. Doing so results in the protection cover 34 being supported by the protruding sections
20 of the design member 16, preventing warping from occurring, and suppressing the generation of vibration. Note that
although an example has been given of the first exemplary embodiment in which the entire area of the front faces 20A
of the protruding sections 20 abuts the protection cover 34, a configuration may be adopted in which at least a portion
of the front faces 20A of the protruding sections 20 abuts the protection cover 34.
[0062] In the thus configured electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, due to being placed on the propagation
path of electromagnetic waves of the radar device 12, the electromagnetic waves from the radar device 12 are emitted
to the inside of the frame 14, are transmitted through the design member 16 and the protection cover 34, and are emitted
forward of the vehicle.
[0063] However, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, the base plate section 18 and the protruding
sections 20 of the design member 16 are formed using the honeycomb structural body 24 arrayed with plural tubes 22,
with each of the tubes 22 disposed with openings along the emission direction of the electromagnetic waves, such that
a layer of air is formed through which the electromagnetic wave are transmitted. Moreover, the design member 16 has
a thickness of walls 26 forming the honeycomb structural body 24 that is a thickness that does not affect the transmittance
of electromagnetic waves (for example, 1/20th of the wavelength λ of the electromagnetic waves or less), and so changes
to the directionality of the electromagnetic waves are suppressed from occurring even when the electromagnetic waves
are transmitted through the walls 26.
[0064] Thus, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, by forming the design member 16 with a three
dimensional profile provided with indentations and protrusions using the honeycomb structural body 24, refraction of
electromagnetic waves is suppressed, and disturbance can be prevented from occurring in the directionality of the
electromagnetic waves.
[0065] Moreover, the design member 16 has the covering film 30 forming the design face in a state supported by the
honeycomb structural body 24. Thus, in the design member 16, the design face formed using the covering film 30 has
improved load withstanding ability to load input from the vehicle front side. Thus, due to the design member 16 being
formed using the honeycomb structural body 24, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 may have a
configuration lacking the protection cover 34.
[0066] Moreover, due the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 being provided with the protection cover
34, a deterioration in the styling of the design member 16 caused by dirt or the like can be suppressed. In such cases,
in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, the protection cover 34 that seals the frame 14 is supported by
the leading ends of the protruding sections 20 of the design member 16, enabling the load withstanding ability of the
protection cover 34 to be improved.
[0067] However, in the design member 16, although some of the electromagnetic waves are transmitted through the
walls 26 of the honeycomb structural body 24, preferably the amount of electromagnetic waves transmitted through the
walls 26 is small even though the walls 26 are formed as thin films of a dielectric.
[0068] Fig. 4A illustrates a single tube of the tubes 22 forming the honeycomb structural body 24 of the design member
16. Fig. 4B illustrates a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of the tube 22. Moreover, Fig. 4C illustrates a
schematic cross-section of tubes 22 respectively forming the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections 20 of
the design member 16.
[0069] In Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B, h0 is the height of the tubes 22, opening width w of the tubes 22 is the separation
between mutually opposing walls 26, and it is assumed that electromagnetic waves are incident at an angle θ with
respect to the height direction of the tube 22. Note that in Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B, the direction of progression (propagation
direction) of the electromagnetic waves is illustrated by single dot broken lines.
[0070] When the electromagnetic waves incident at the angle θ pass through the interior (the cavity portions) of the
tube 22 without being transmitted through the walls 26, then the relationship between opening width w, height h0, and
angle θ is w > h0·tan θ. For example, if θ = 30° and height h0 = 3 mm, then the opening width w is w > 1.732 mm, and
if θ = 30° and height h0 = 20 mm, then the opening width w is w > 11.54 mm.
[0071] Thus, in cases in which the tube 22 has an opening width w = 1.732 mm and height h0 = 3 mm, and in cases
in which the tube 22 has an opening width w = 11.54 mm and height h0 = 20 mm, then by making the electromagnetic
wave incident up to and including an angle θ of 30°, the amount of electromagnetic waves that are transmitted through
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the interior of the tube 22 without being transmitted through the walls 26 is increased compared to cases in which the
electromagnetic waves are incident at an angle θ exceeding 30°.
[0072] Moreover, the design member 16 has the covering film 30 stuck to the front face side of the honeycomb structural
body 24 and the reinforcement film 32 stuck to the back face side of the honeycomb structural body 24. Thereby, in the
design member 16, some of the incident electromagnetic waves are reflected at the interfaces of the covering film 30
and the reinforcement film 32, resulting in a reduction in the amount of electromagnetic waves that are transmitted
through. Note that in Fig. 4C, the boundary faces of the honeycomb structural body 24 with the covering film 30 and the
reinforcement film 32 act as interfaces, and the electromagnetic waves that are transmitted through the design member
16 without being reflected at the respective interfaces are illustrated by the single dot broken lines, and the electromagnetic
waves that are transmitted through the covering film 30 after being reflected at the respective interfaces are illustrated
by the dashed lines.
[0073] In Fig. 4C, h1 is the height of the base plate section 18 (the height of the tubes 22 forming the base plate section
18) and h2 is the height of the protruding sections 20. The honeycomb structural body 24 is formed from the dielectric,
and when the honeycomb structural body 24 is taken as being a dielectric having a relative permittivity εr, then from the
wavelength λ, of the electromagnetic waves in air and from the relative permittivity εr of the design member 16, the
wavelength λg of the electromagnetic waves propagating through the interior of the design member 16 is expressed by
λg = λ/εr1/2.
[0074] In the electromagnetic waves being transmitted through the design member 16, interference is prevented by
making the electromagnetic waves that have been reflected at the respective interfaces at both the front and back sides
of the design member 16 and have been transmitted through the covering film 30, and the electromagnetic waves that
have been transmitted through the covering film 30 without being reflected at the interfaces of the design member 16,
in-phase with each other, suppressing a reduction in the transmitted amount. In order to make the electromagnetic waves
that have been transmitted reflected at the respective interfaces at both the front and back side of the design member
16 and the un-reflected electromagnetic waves be emitted in-phase with each other, for wavelength λg, a distance
difference d between the propagation distance of the un-reflected electromagnetic waves and the propagation distance
of the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted reflected at the respective interfaces at both the front and back
sides of the design member 16, may be set to d = n·λg / 2. Wherein, n = 1, 2, ... (a positive integer). Moreover, for the
heights h1, h2 and the distance difference d, h1 = n·d/2, h2 = n·d/2, wherein for heights h1, h2, n may be the same or
may be different.
[0075] The design member 16 employed in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 has the height h1
of the base plate section 18 and the height h2 of the protruding sections 20 formed based on the wavelength λ of the
electromagnetic waves in air, and the relative permittivity εr of the design member 16. Namely, the base plate section
18 is formed with a height h1 that is a value close to: 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0076] Moreover, when the height h1 of the base plate section 18 is a value close to Equation (1), then the protruding
sections 20 are formed with a height h2 that is a value close to: 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0077] Thereby, a state is achieved in which the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted through inside the
design member 16 without being reflected, and the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted reflected at the
respective interfaces at both the front and back sides of the design member 16, can be taken as being in-phase with
each other, and in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10, a reduction in the amount of electromagnetic
waves being transmitted through the design member 16 is suppressed. Note that being taken as being in-phase with
each other means a state in which interference of electromagnetic waves caused by phase difference can be ignored.
[0078] However, since the interior of the tubes 22 forming the design member 16 is air, electromagnetic waves of
wavelength λ can be taken as passing (propagating) through the inside of the tubes 22. In such cases, the wavelengths
of the electromagnetic waves propagating through the inside of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24 are
a mixture of wavelength λg and wavelength λ. The thickness of each of the tubes 22 (the thickness of the walls 26) is
thin, and so the amount thereof is small, and the wavelength can be taken as being the wavelength λ of electromagnetic
waves in air. Namely, in the first exemplary embodiment, the permittivity of the design member 16 is made to approach
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the permittivity of air (the relative permittivity εr is made to approach 1) by employing the honeycomb structural body 24
arrayed with the plural tubes 22.
[0079] Thus, the base plate section 18 may be formed with a height h1 of a value close to: 

 Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0080] Moreover, when the height h1 of the base plate section 18 is a value close to Equation (3), the protruding
sections 20 may be formed with a height h2 of a value close to: 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0081] Thereby, the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted through the design member 16 without being
reflected by the covering film 30 and the reinforcement film 32, and the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted
through the covering film 30 from out of the electromagnetic waves reflected by the covering film 30 and the reinforcement
film 32, can be taken as being in-phase with each other.
[0082] In this manner, a reduction in the amount of electromagnetic waves being transmitted is suppressed in the
electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 that employs the design member 16 having the defined height h1 of
the base plate section 18 and the defined height h2 of the protruding sections 20. Moreover, due to the opening width
w of each of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24 being defined based on the height h1 and the height h2,
the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 is able to further suppress a reduction in the amount of the elec-
tromagnetic waves transmitted. Namely, in order to suppress the influence of the loss tangent (tan δ) of the dielectric
forming the design member 16 on the transmittance of electromagnetic waves, the electromagnetic wave transmitting
component 10 is configured such that the parts formed by the dielectric, such as the walls 26, have a thickness of 1/20th

the wavelength of the electromagnetic waves or less. Moreover, by making the relative permittivity εr of the design
member 16 approach 1, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 suppresses refraction of the electromag-
netic waves being transmitted by the design member 16.
[0083] Note that although in the first exemplary embodiment, the base plate section 18 and the protruding sections
20 are formed with the honeycomb structural body 24 arrayed with tubes 22 of the same size, there is no limitation
thereto. For example, a honeycomb structural body may be employed having a size of opening width w of tubes that
increases on progression away from the center of the frame 14, namely the nearer to the frame 14. Namely, since the
angle θ the electromagnetic waves are incident to the tubes is greater the further away from the center of the design
member 16, the design member 16 is formed using the honeycomb structural body having a size of opening width w of
tubes that increases as the angle θ increases. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 employing the
design member 16 thereby further suppress a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted.
[0084] Moreover, although in the first exemplary embodiment, an example was given in which the thickness of the
reinforcement film 32 employed in the design member 16 was 1/20th of the wavelength λ of the electromagnetic waves
or less, there is no limitation thereto. A reinforcement sheet may be employed that is formed in the base plate shape
with a thickness within a range that does not affect the transmittance of electromagnetic waves. By employing a base
plate shaped reinforcement sheet instead of the reinforcement film 32, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component
10 is able to further raise the load withstanding ability in the crosswise direction of the honeycomb structural body 24.

Second Exemplary Embodiment

[0085] Explanation follows regarding a second exemplary embodiment. The basic configuration of the second exem-
plary embodiment is similar to that of the first exemplary embodiment, and so the reference numerals of the first exemplary
embodiment are appended to functional components of the second exemplary embodiment that are equivalent to those
of the first exemplary embodiment, and explanation is omitted thereof.
[0086] Fig. 5 illustrates a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of an electromagnetic wave transmitting com-
ponent 10A according to the second exemplary embodiment. In the second exemplary embodiment, a design member
40 is employed instead of the design member 16 according to the first exemplary embodiment. Thus, the electromagnetic
wave transmitting component 10A differs from the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 in that the design
member 40 is employed instead of the design member 16.
[0087] The design member 40 is formed with a base plate section 42 corresponding to the base plate section 18 of
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the design member 16, and with protruding sections 44 corresponding to the protruding sections 20 of the design member
16. In the design member 40, the base plate section 42 and the protruding sections 44 are formed with shapes equivalent
to those of the design member 16. In the second exemplary embodiment, the design member 40 functions as an example
of an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, the base plate section 42 functions as an example of a base plate section,
and the protruding sections 44 function as examples of protruding sections.
[0088] Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B illustrate relevant portions of the design member 40 according to the second exemplary
embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 6B, the design member 40, for example, is formed with an in-plane base plate section
42 employing a honeycomb structural body 24 with a shape arrayed with plural hexagonal profile tubes 22. Moreover,
the design member 40, for example, is formed with protruding sections 44 employing a honeycomb structural body 48
with a shape arrayed with plural hexagonal profile tubes 46 with smaller opening width w than that of the tubes 22. In
the honeycomb structural body 48, each of the tubes 46 is formed by walls 50 so as to have a hexagonal profile opening
cross-section.
[0089] In the second exemplary embodiment, the tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the protruding
sections 44 function as examples of third tubes, and the tubes 22 forming the base plate section 42 at the periphery of
the protruding sections 44 function as examples of first tubes. Moreover, in the second exemplary embodiment, the
tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the protruding sections 44, and the tubes 22 of the honeycomb
structural body 24 to which the protruding sections 44 are joined, function as examples of second tubes. Namely, in the
second exemplary embodiment, for example, the second tubes are formed by the tubes 22 and the tubes 46.
[0090] Note that although, for example, the second exemplary embodiment has a shape arrayed with the tubes 22,
46 having a hexagonal profile, there is no limitation thereto, and a shape arrayed with tubes having any polygonal shape
of three or more sides may be employed. Moreover, although in the second exemplary embodiment, an opening width
w representing the separation of the opposing walls 26, 50 is employed as the opening size of the tubes 22, 46, there
is no limitation thereto. The radius or diameter of a circle circumscribing the tubes (a circle having an inner face contacted
by each of the formed vertices) may be employed therefor, or the opening area (the opening cross-sectional area of the
tubes 22, 46) may be employed therefor.
[0091] The honeycomb structural body 48 is partitioned by the walls 50 formed by the dielectric between mutually
adjacent tubes 46. The walls 50 are, for example, similarly to the walls 26, formed with a thickness that is 1/20th the
wavelength λ of the electromagnetic waves or less. Moreover, in the design member 40, voids between the walls 26
and the frame 14 at the periphery of the honeycomb structural body 24 forming the base plate section 42 are filled with
filler 28. Moreover, in the design member 40, the open tubes 46 at the peripheral edges of the honeycomb structural
body 48 forming the protruding sections 44 are filled with filler 34.
[0092] As illustrated in Fig. 6A, in the design member 40, the reinforcement film 32 is stuck to the face on the base
plate section 42 side of the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the protruding sections 44, and the reinforcement
film 32 is joined to the honeycomb structural body 24 forming the base plate section 42. Joining of the protruding sections
44 to the base plate section 42 is, for example, preferably by joining such that openings of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb
structural body 24 forming the base plate section 42, and openings of the tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body
48 forming the protruding sections 44, are superimposed on each other.
[0093] The reinforcement film 32 is stuck to the back face (the face on the opposite side to the protruding sections
44) of the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the base plate section 42. In the design member 40, the honeycomb
structural body 24 forming the base plate section 42 and the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the protruding
sections 44 are bonded together through the reinforcement film 32 bonded to the honeycomb structural body 48. More-
over, in the design member 40, the covering film 30 is stuck to the front face of the honeycomb structural body 24, and
to the front faces and side faces of the honeycomb structural body 48 (the periphery of the honeycomb structural body
48). Thereby, the design member 40 forms a three dimensional profile similar to that of the design member 16 according
to the first exemplary embodiment.
[0094] The design member 40 employs the covering film 30 and the reinforcement film 32 to form closed cross-sections
for the tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body 48 forming the protruding sections 44. Moreover, in the design member
40, closed cross-sections are formed by one of the openings of each of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body
24 forming the base plate section 42 being sealed by the reinforcement film 32, and the other opening being sealed by
the covering film 30 or the reinforcement film 32 of the honeycomb structural body 48. In the design member 40, due to
forming the closed cross-sections of each of the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24, the load withstanding
force in a direction intersecting with the height direction (the crosswise direction) of the base plate section 42 is raised,
and due to forming the closed cross-sections of each of the tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body 48, the load
withstanding force in a direction intersecting with the height direction (the crosswise direction) of the protruding sections
44 is raised. Moreover, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A according to the second exemplary
embodiment, for example, a protection cover 34 is attached to the frame 14, and the front faces of the protruding sections
44 abut the protection cover 34.
[0095] By disposing the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A employing the design member 40 config-
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ured in this manner on the propagation path of electromagnetic waves of the radar device 12, the electromagnetic waves
from the radar device 12 are emitted onto the design member 40 inside the frame 14. The electromagnetic waves emitted
onto the design member 40 are transmitted through the design member 40 and the protection cover 34, and emitted
forward of the vehicle.
[0096] In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A, the design member 40 is formed with the base plate
section 42 made from the honeycomb structural body 24 arrayed with the plural tubes 22, and is formed with the protruding
sections 44 made from the honeycomb structural body 48 arrayed with the plural tubes 46. The electromagnetic wave
transmitting component 10A thereby suppresses refraction from occurring in the electromagnetic waves being transmit-
ted, and moreover prevents disturbance from occurring in the directionality of the electromagnetic waves.
[0097] Moreover, in the design member 40, the protruding sections 44 projecting from the base plate section 42 toward
the vehicle front are formed using the honeycomb structural body 48 with a shape arrayed with the plural tubes 46 of
smaller opening width than the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24. The design member 40 thereby has
improved load withstanding ability to load from the vehicle front side compared with cases in which the honeycomb
structural body 24 are employed in the protruding sections 44 (the design member 16 of the first exemplary embodiment).
[0098] Moreover, the design member 40 is protected by providing the protection cover 34 to seal the frame 14 in the
electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A. In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A, the pro-
tection cover 34 is supported by the leading ends of the protruding sections 44 employed in the honeycomb structural
body 48, further improving the load withstanding ability of the protection cover 34. Note that due to forming the design
member 40 employing the honeycomb structural bodies 24, 48, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A
may have a configuration lacking the protection cover 34.
[0099] Fig. 7 is a schematic cross-section illustrating relevant portions of the base plate section 42 and the protruding
sections 44 of the design member 40. In Fig. 7, h1 is the height of the base plate section 42 (the height of the tubes 22
forming the base plate section 42), and h2 is the height of the protruding sections 44 (the height of the tubes 46 forming
the protruding sections 44).
[0100] Taking εr as the relative permittivity of the design member 40 formed by employing the honeycomb structural
bodies 24, 48, then from the wavelength λ of electromagnetic waves in air and the relative permittivity εr, the wavelength
λg of the electromagnetic waves propagating through the interior of the design member 40 is expressed by λg = λ/εr1/2.
[0101] In order to be able to take electromagnetic waves that have been reflected by the respective interfaces on both
the front and back sides of the design member 40 and transmitted through the covering film 30, and the electromagnetic
waves that have been transmitted through the covering film 30 without being reflected at the interfaces of the design
member 40, as being in-phase with each other, heights h1 and h2 are set such that h1 = n·d/2, and h2 = n·d/2. Wherein
for heights h1, h2, n may be the same or may be different.
[0102] The design member 40 employing the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A is formed with the
height h1 of the base plate section 42 and the height h2 of the protruding sections 44 that are based on the wavelength
λ of electromagnetic waves in air and the relative permittivity εr of the design member 40. Namely, the base plate section
18 is formed such that the height h1 is a value close to 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0103] Moreover, when the height h1 of the base plate section 18 is a value close to that of Equation (1), the protruding
sections 20 are formed such that the height h2 is a value close to 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0104] This thereby results in a state in which the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted inside the design
member 40 without being reflected, and the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted reflected at the respective
interfaces at both the front and back sides of the design member 40, can be taken as being in-phase with each, and in
the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted
by the design member 40 is suppressed.
[0105] However, due to the interior of the tubes 22, 46 forming the design member 40 being air, the electromagnetic
waves propagate in the interior of the tubes 22, 46 with a similar wavelength λ to that through air. In this case, the
wavelength of the electromagnetic waves propagating inside the tubes 22 of the honeycomb structural body 24 and
inside the tubes 46 of the honeycomb structural body 48 are a mixture of wavelength λg and wavelength λ. However,
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due to the thickness of the tubes 22, 46 (the thickness of the walls 26, 50) being thin, the amount of mixing is small, and
the wavelength can be taken as being the wavelength λ of electromagnetic waves in air. Namely, in the second exemplary
embodiment, by employing the honeycomb structural body 24 arrayed with the plural tubes 22 and employing the
honeycomb structural body 48 arrayed with the plural tubes 46, the permittivity of the design member 40 approaches
the permittivity of air (the relative permittivity εr approaches 1).
[0106] Thus, the base plate section 42 may be formed such that the height h1 is a value close to 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0107] Moreover, when the height h1 of the base plate section 42 is a value close to that of Equation (3), the protruding
sections 44 may be formed such that height h2 is a value close to: 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0108] Thereby, in the design member 40, the electromagnetic waves transmitted without being reflected at the covering
film 30 and the reinforcement film 32, and the electromagnetic waves transmitted through the covering film 30 after being
reflected, can be taken as being in-phase with each other. In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10A
employing the design member 40, a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted is thereby sup-
pressed.
[0109] Note that in the honeycomb structural bodies 24, 48, for example, the opening width of the tubes 22, 46 may
increase on progression away from the center of the frame 14, namely the nearer to the frame 14. In the electromagnetic
wave transmitting component 10A employing the design member 40, a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic
waves transmitted is thereby further suppressed. Moreover, in the design member 40, instead of the reinforcement film
32 on the back face of the base plate section 42, a reinforcement sheet may be employed that is formed in the base
plate shape with a thickness within a range that does not affect the transmittance of electromagnetic waves. By employing
the base plate shaped reinforcement sheet instead of the reinforcement film 32, the electromagnetic wave transmitting
component 10A is able to further raise the load withstanding ability of the design member 40 in the crosswise direction.

Third Exemplary Embodiment

[0110] Explanation follows regarding a third exemplary embodiment. The basic configuration of the third exemplary
embodiment is similar to that of the first and the second exemplary embodiments, and so the reference numerals of the
first and second exemplary embodiments are appended to functional components of the third exemplary embodiment
that are equivalent to those of the first or second exemplary embodiments and explanation is omitted thereof.
[0111] Fig. 8 illustrates a schematic cross-section of relevant portions of an electromagnetic wave transmitting com-
ponent 10B according to the third exemplary embodiment. In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B
according to the third exemplary embodiment, a design member 60 is employed instead of the design member 16 of
the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 according to the first exemplary embodiment. Thus, the electro-
magnetic wave transmitting component 10B differs from the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10 in that
the design member 60 is employed instead of the design member 16. The design member 60 is formed with a base
plate section 62 corresponding to the base plate section 18 of the design member 16, and with protruding sections 64
corresponding to the protruding sections 20 of the design member 16. In the third exemplary embodiment, the design
member 60 functions as an example of an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, the base plate section 62 functions
as an example of a base plate section, and the protruding sections 64 function as examples of protruding sections.
[0112] In the third exemplary embodiment, the design member 60 is formed, for example, with the base plate section
62 and the protruding sections 64 employing a dielectric having a multi-pore structure (porous structure). The dielectric
having a multi-pore structure in the third exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a dielectric including plural
cavities. Various types of synthetic resin having electrical insulating properties, such as styrene, polypropylene, poly-
ethylene, polystyrene, silicone (for example, a plastic) may be applied as the dielectric forming the design member 60.
The design member 60 transmits electromagnetic waves emitted from the radar device 12 using the dielectric.
[0113] Any chosen structure formed with plural cavities from at least one of closed cells or open cells may be applied
as the multi-pore structure employed in the design member 60. An expanded plastic (foamed plastic) such as expanded
polystyrene or expanded polyethylene may, for example, be applied as the dielectric having a multi-pore structure
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(referred to below as a multi-pore dielectric). In the first exemplary embodiment, for example, expanded polyethylene
having a porosity (porosity as defined by JIS K 7138) of 90% or greater is employed to form the base plate section 62
and the protruding sections 64 of the design member 60.
[0114] The front face of the design member 60 is tightly covered by the covering film 30. The covering film 30 of the
third exemplary embodiment functions as an example of a covering sheet. The covering film 30 seals openings arising
from bubbles on the front face of the design member 60 (the front face 62A of the base plate section 62, the front faces
64A of the protruding sections 64, and the side faces 64B of the protruding sections 64) formed employing the multi-
pore dielectric, to make a smooth surface without fine indentations and protrusions. Note that in the protruding sections
64 may be formed such that the side faces 64B are formed along the height direction, or may be formed such that the
side faces 64B are inclined to the height direction so as to give trapezoidal cross-sectional profiles.
[0115] In the design member 60, the base plate section 62 are color coated and the protruding sections 64 are decorated
by a metal vapor deposition film by covering with the covering film 30, thereby achieving improved styling of the design
member 60. Namely, due to being decorated by covering the framework structure formed from a dielectric with the
covering film 30, the design member 60 achieves a high degree of styling.
[0116] In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B, however, the protection cover 34 is attached to the
end portions on the vehicle front side of the frame 14. The protection cover 34 in the third exemplary embodiment
functions as an example of a protection cover.
[0117] In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B, however, the protruding section 64 side of the design
member 60 is sealed by the protection cover 34, by the protection cover 34 being fitted into the opening on the vehicle
front side of the frame 14. In the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B, the design face of the design
member 60 is visible from the vehicle front side in a protected state by the frame 14 being sealed by the protection cover 34.
[0118] The protection cover 34 is abutted by and adhered to the leading ends of the protruding sections 64 (the front
faces 64A decorated by metal vapor deposition) of the design member 60 housed inside the frame 14. Thus, in the
electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B, the protection cover 34 is supported by the protruding sections 64
of the design member 60, preventing warping from occurring, and suppressing the generation of vibration of the protection
cover 34. Note that at least a portion of the front faces 64A of the protruding sections 64 may abut the protection cover
34, enabling the protection cover 34 and the design member 60 to reinforce each other. Note that although not illustrated
in Fig. 8, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B may have a reinforcement film 32 stuck to the face of
the base plate section 62 of the design member 60 on the opposite side to the protruding sections 64.
[0119] By disposing the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B configured in this manner on the propa-
gation path of electromagnetic waves of the radar device 12, the electromagnetic waves from the radar device 12 are
emitted at the inside of the frame 14, are transmitted through the design member 60 and the protection cover 34, and
emitted forward of the vehicle.
[0120] However, the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B according to the third exemplary embodiment
is formed with the design member 60 that employs a multi-pore dielectric. Generally, in electromagnetic waves that are
transmitted through a dielectric, refraction occurs according to the relative permittivity of the dielectric, with greater
refraction the higher the relative permittivity. Thus, the thickness and the relative permittivity of the dielectric has a large
effect on the directionality of the electromagnetic waves transmitted through the dielectric.
[0121] In contrast thereto, in a multi-pore dielectric with a multi-pore structure having plural internal cavities (cells),
the relative permittivity changes according to the porosity (or void fraction) indicating the proportion of cells by volume
to the total volume, with the higher the porosity the lower the relative permittivity compared to cases in which the porosity
is low (for example, no bubbles present). For example, although polyethylene has a relative permittivity εr = 2.30,
expanded polyethylene at a porosity (porosity) of 90% has a relative permittivity εr = 1.11, and at a porosity of 95%, has
a relative permittivity εr = 1.05.
[0122] Thus, in the electromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B formed with the design member 60 using a
multi-pore dielectric, refraction of the electromagnetic waves is suppressed, suppressing disturbance from occurring in
the directionality of the electromagnetic waves.
[0123] However, in a dielectric, reflection occurs for some of the electromagnetic waves at interfaces in contact with
air or a member of another substance, and sometimes there is a reduction in the amount transmitted arising from phase
shifting due to reflection. In the design member 60 employing the multi-pore dielectric, reflection also occurs with elec-
tromagnetic waves at interfaces where faces are in contact with air and the covering film 30.
[0124] Fig. 9 is a schematic cross-section illustrating relevant portions of the design member 60. The thickness here
of the base plate section 62 of the design member 60 along the emission direction of the electromagnetic waves (the
arrow FR direction) is height h1, and the projection height of the protruding sections 64 from the front face of the base
plate section 62 is height h2. The wavelength λg of the electromagnetic waves inside the design member 60 is expressed
from the wavelength λ of the electromagnetic waves in air and the relative permittivity εr of the design member 60 as
λg = λ/εr1/2. Note that in Fig. 9, examples of electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted after being reflected at
the interfaces of the design member 60 are indicated by the dashed lines, and the electromagnetic waves that have
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been transmitted without being reflected at the interfaces of the design member 60 are indicated by the single dot broken
lines.
[0125] In the electromagnetic waves that are transmitted by the design member 60, due to making the electromagnetic
waves that are transmitted by being reflected at the respective interfaces at both the front and back sides of the design
member 60, and the electromagnetic waves that are transmitted without being reflected, be in-phase with each other,
interference therebetween is prevented, suppressing a reduction in the transmitted amount. In order to make the elec-
tromagnetic waves that are transmitted by being reflected at the respective interfaces at both the front and back sides
of the design member 60 be emitted in-phase with the electromagnetic waves that are not reflected, for wavelength λg,
the distance difference d between the propagation distance of the electromagnetic waves not reflected and the propa-
gation distance of the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted by being reflected at the respective interfaces
of both the front and back sides of the design member 60 may be set such that d = n·λg/2. Wherein, n = 1, 2, ... (a
positive integer). Moreover, for the heights h1, h2 and the distance difference d, h1 = n·d/2 and h2 = n·d/2. Wherein for
heights h1, h2, n may be the same or may be different.
[0126] Thus, in the third exemplary embodiment, the height h1 of the base plate section 62 of the design member 60,
and the height h2 of the protruding sections 64, are defined based on the wavelength λ of the electromagnetic waves
and the relative permittivity (relative permittivity of the multi-pore dielectric) εr of the design member 60.
[0127] First, the base plate section 18 is formed such that the height h1 is a value close to 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0128] Moreover, when the height h1 of the base plate section 18 is a value close to that of Equation (1), the protruding
sections 20 are formed such that the height h2 is a value close to 

Wherein n is a positive integer.
[0129] This thereby results in the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted inside the design member 60
without being reflected, and the electromagnetic waves that have been transmitted by being reflected at the respective
interfaces at both the front and back sides of the design member 60, being in-phase with each other, and in the elec-
tromagnetic wave transmitting component 10B, a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted by
the design member 60 is suppressed.
[0130] Note that although in the third exemplary embodiment, for example, the design member 60 is formed employing
the multi-pore dielectric foamed with at least one of closed cells or open cells, any chosen structure formed from a
dielectric with plural cavities may be applied therefor. For example, in the design member, a base plate section and a
protruding section may be formed by frameworks made from a thin film of a dielectric.
[0131] Note that although examples have been illustrated in the first to the third exemplary embodiments described
above, the configuration of the present invention is not limited thereto. For example, although in the first and second
exemplary embodiments, the design member 16, 40 is formed as an example by an array such that the axial direction
of the tubes 22, 46, namely the height direction thereof, is along the vehicle front-rear direction, this being the emission
direction of the electromagnetic waves, the orientation of the tubes 22, 46 is not limited thereto. For example, the tubes
22, 46 may be provided with height directions that are inclined so as to intersect with the emission direction of the
electromagnetic waves. Namely, the internal spaces of the tubes 22, 46 may be taken as being plural cavities formed
inside the design member 16, 40, and the honeycomb structural body 24, 48 can thereby be taken as being a multi-pore
dielectric having an extremely high porosity.
[0132] Accordingly, even if the base plate section and the protruding sections are formed such that the height direction
of the tubes 22, 46 is inclined to the emission direction of the electromagnetic waves, in the electromagnetic wave
transmitting component a reduction in the amount of the electromagnetic waves transmitted is still suppressed, and
disturbance in the directionality of the electromagnetic waves is suppressed from occurring.
[0133] Moreover, although the base plate section and the protruding sections of the design member are formed by
employing the multi-pore dielectric in the third exemplary embodiment, and by employing the honeycomb structural body
in the first and second exemplary embodiments, there is no limitation thereto. For example, a trussed structure or the
like may be applied therefor, in which the base plate section and the protruding sections are formed by employing a thin
film of a dielectric, and plural internal cavities are formed in the trussed structure.
[0134] Moreover, although in the first and second exemplary embodiments, the base plate section and the protruding
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section are formed employing the honeycomb structural body arrayed such that the open ends of tubes are in-plane,
the configurations of the base plate section and the protruding sections are not limited thereto. For example, the first
tubes and the second tubes may be formed by dividing a frame interior corresponding to the planar shape of a base
plate section, and a frame inside corresponding to planar shapes of protruding sections, into predetermined shapes,
such as a mesh or the like using walls employing a dielectric.
[0135] In the present invention, any chosen configuration formed in a flat plate shape by arraying plural individual
adjacent first tubes of a first length arrayed such that the respective open ends of the first tubes are in-plane may be
applied for the base plate section, and the protruding section may be formed by arraying second tubes projecting from
one surface of the base plate section. When doing so, such cases include configurations in which an electromagnetic
wave transmitting unit is formed by forming an opening of a predetermined shape in the base plate section, and joining
a protruding section and a base plate section formed from arrays of second tubes to the inside of this opening, by fitting
the base plate section of the second tubes into the opening formed in the base plate section of the first tubes. In such
cases, the first tubes and the second tubes include combinations of tubes of different opening sizes and opening shapes.
[0136] Moreover, as long as the second tubes forming the protruding sections are continuous along a propagation
path of electromagnetic waves surrounded by a wall, the second tubes may be shaped by connecting plural tubes
together, and in such cases, the size of the openings between the connected tubes may be different from each other.
[0137] The entire content of the disclosure of Japanese Patent Application No. 2015-157170 filed on August 7, 2015
is incorporated in the present specification by reference.

Claims

1. An electromagnetic wave transmitting component comprising:

an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit including:

a base plate section formed in a flat plate shape by arraying a plurality of individual adjacent first tubes
formed from a dielectric and having a first length, the first tubes being arrayed such that walls of adjacent
portions of mutually adjacent of the first tubes are common between the adjacent first tubes, and such that
the respective open ends of the first tubes are in-plane, and
a protruding section joined to the base plate section so as to project from a front face of the base plate
section in a predetermined planar shape, the protruding section being formed by arraying a plurality of
individual adjacent second tubes formed from another dielectric and having a length that is longer than the
first length, the second tubes being arrayed such that walls of adjacent portions of mutually adjacent of the
second tubes are common between the adjacent second tubes, and such that the respective open ends of
the second tubes form the predetermined planar shape;

a covering sheet that covers the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit by covering a side face of the protruding
section and by sealing open ends of the second tubes at a projection side of the protruding section and open
ends of the first tubes at a face on a side of the base plate section from which the protruding section projects; and
a frame that houses the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, the frame having one opening end that is sealed
by a face of the base plate section on the opposite side of the base plate section to the protruding section.

2. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of claim 1, wherein the second tubes are each formed by a single
tube, or by a plurality of tubes connected together.

3. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of claim 2, wherein:

the second tubes are formed from the first tubes forming the base plate section and from third tubes having a
size of open ends smaller than that of the first tubes and having a length that is identical to a projection height
of the protruding section;
the protruding section is formed by arraying a plurality of individual adjacent third tubes being arrayed such that
walls of adjacent portions of mutually adjacent of the third tubes are common to the adjacent third tubes, and
such that respective open ends of the third tubes form the predetermined planar shape; and
the protruding section is joined to the base plate section formed by the first tubes through a reinforcement sheet
covering open ends of the protruding section on the base plate section side so as to reinforce the third tubes.

4. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 1 to claim 3, further comprising a reinforcement
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sheet covering a face on the opposite side to the side of the base plate section from which the protruding section
projects and reinforcing the base plate section.

5. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 1 to claim 4, wherein a dielectric including
a plurality of internal cavities is filled between a periphery of the base plate section and the frame, and between a
periphery of the protruding section and the covering sheet covering the protruding section.

6. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 1 to claim 5, wherein, for a predetermined
wavelength λ of electromagnetic waves in air:

h1 = (λ·n)/2, wherein h1 is the height of the first tubes in the base plate section and n is a positive integer; and
h2 = (λ·n)/2, wherein h2 is the height that the second tubes in the protruding section project from the base plate
section and n is a positive integer.

7. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 1 to claim 6, further comprising a transparent
protection cover that seals another opening of the frame.

8. An electromagnetic wave transmitting component comprising:

an electromagnetic wave transmitting unit including:

a base plate section formed in a flat plate shape with a specific planar shape by a dielectric including a
plurality of internal cavities, and
a protruding section formed with a predetermined planar shape projecting from one surface of the base
plate section by a dielectric including a plurality of internal cavities;

a covering sheet that covers the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit by covering a side face of the protruding
section, and covering a projected front face of the protruding section and a front face of the base plate section
on the protruding section side;
a frame that houses the electromagnetic wave transmitting unit, the frame having one opening that is sealed
by a face of the base plate section on the opposite side of the base plate section to the protruding section; and
a transparent protection cover that seals another opening of the frame.

9. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of claim 8, wherein, for a predetermined wavelength λg of elec-
tromagnetic waves propagating through the dielectric including a plurality of internal cavities:

h1 = (λg·n)/2, wherein h1 is the height of the base plate section along a projection direction of the protruding
section from the base plate section, and n is a positive integer; and
h2 = (λg·n)/2, wherein h2 is the height of the protruding section along the projection direction from the base
plate section, and n is a positive integer.

10. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 7 to claim 9, wherein at least a portion of the
protruding section abuts the protection cover and supports the protection cover.

11. The electromagnetic wave transmitting component of any one of claim 1 to claim 10, wherein a surface of the
covering sheet corresponding to an upper face and side face of the protruding section is colored by metal vapor
deposition, and a surface of the covering sheet corresponding to base plate section is colored a specific color.
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